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Abstractt The optical reaction cross sections for n,p, H, 11, 
^He end *He for several globol optical potentials available in 
the literature have been parameterized in terms of simple empi-
rical expressions which are smooth funotiona of the target 
mass number end the projectile energy. The empirical forms 
are 5-10/5 accurate over the whole periodic table and energy 
renge upto 50 MeV. They can be conveniently used in applica-
tions where the optical reaction cross-seetione are required 
as input such as in statistical evaporation and preequilibrium 
emission calculations, 

ley words Optical reaction cross sections for n,pf?H,'h, 
* i 
?He, Hej empirical parameter!aationi evaporation 
and preequilibriuo models. 
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1. Introduction 
The non-elastic part of the interaction between the 

incident particle nnd the target nucleus manifests itself as 

the reaction cross-section. Aa a first approximation this 

interaction is described by a complex ( optical ) potential, 

the imaginary pr>rt of which leads to a finite reaction cross-

section. In the literature the projectile-target interaction 

for target nuclei over the periodic chart has been /?iven in 

terms of global optical parameter-sets, The reaction cross-

sections generated using these global parameters are employed 

in several further calculations. In the statistical evaporation 

theory and the preequilibrium model the break-up of the total 

reaction cross section into partial modes involving the emission 
j 

of one or more particles is described by emission rate expre-
ssions which involve the inverse cross-section of the emitted 
particle as a function of energy. The inverse cross-section is 
the optical reaction cross-section of the excited residual 
nucleus with the emitted particle as the projectile. This is 
approximated as the optical reaction cross-section between the 
residual nucleus in its ground state and the (emitted) particle,, 
Thus optical reaotion cross seotions are required for the 
incident channel at th© projectile energy and for the exit 
channels over the energy range of the emitted partiolee, The 
statistical evaporation theory is B widely-used description for 
reactions at low energies* At energies in the range of several 
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tens of MeV the preequillhrium models have been successful. 
Reaction cross-seotions ere also used in intra-nuclear-
cascade calculations (Kikuchi and Kawai 1968). In this 
description of high-energy nuclear reactions, the projectile 
is assumed to interact with the nucleons in the target nucleus 
in a series of successive two body collisions until it escapes 
or is captured by the nuclear potential. Residual nuclei left 
after this cascade process undergo particle evaporation, and 
the evaporation rates are calculated using inverse cross-section^. 
Another application of reaction erosa-sections is in the calcu-
lation of the nuclear-reaction efficiency correction for dete-
ctors (Wakino et al 1968). In the detection of charged parti-
cles, an efficiency loss f prises from events where the parti-
cles undergo nuclear interactions before they nre completely 
stopped. For a charged particle incident with energy on 

a target with mass number A, f is given by 9 

where crR is the reaction cross-section, is the stopping 
power of the particle in the dotector material and N0 is 
Avogodro's number. 

Usually the optical reaction cross sections at all the 
required energies and particle-target combinations ore obtnined 
by a numerical solution of the Schrodi.nger equation for sever.pl 

( 1 ) 
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partial waves. This involves a large amount of computation 
time. Also, where more than one global optical potential 
Appears in the literature for the same projectile it is quite 
laborious to repeat the calculations for eaoh of the seta to 
see the effeot on the final results. 

In this work the optical reaction cross-sections for 
n» p, 2H» ^H, ^He and ^He are directly parnmeterissed in a 
simple form. The parameterization predict® the optical refection 
cross sections for nuclei over the periodic table and energies 
upto 50 KeV,' 'In the energy space these empirical forms are 
simple polynomials and consequently the emission rate expre-
ssions (using simple forms for the level density) are integrable 
over the spectrum of final states in a closed form. This work 
can be considered as a major improvement over an earlier para-
meterization (Dostroveky et al 1959) where the continuum model 
cross eactions were the input. A preliminary report of this 
work has been given earlier (Chatterjee and Oupta 1978b, Murthy 
et all979a and 1979b). 

In section 2 the globel optical model potentials 
considered in this work are discussed. The parameterie forms 
which desoribe the reaction cross oeotion generated by these 
potentials are described in section 3. The application of 
these empirical expressions in statistical model calculations 
is discussed in section 4. 
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2. Optical Model Potential 
The form of the optical potential ie (Perey and 

Perey 1974) 
(D 

UC>sE)=--UN(>i,E:)tVc(M + Uio^), 
where \fc ie the Coulomb potential due to a uniformly oharged 
sphere with radius *<-c 4 ̂ so i B spin-orbit potential and 

is the complex central potential taken as 

x 

where $(**) = 0 + *** f ! witk ** = A*)/** 

q (>c) ^ —k A f ( Woo^fts- Saxon ^ekZvotve) 

oh, (<*au££><W) , 

Here Jtv and are defined in the same manner with appro-
priate radius parameters and diffuseness parameters 

» % . The spin-orbit potential U ^ is given by 

UsoC*> - •<? ) ± A *(*so> Vso . (A) 

Using this form of the potential several extensive analyses of 
differential elastio, polarization and reaction cross section 
data have been carried out by various workers resulting in 
g l o b P l parameter sets. For neutrons the global ©et of Wilmore 
and Hodgson (1964) can be considered to be the most useful one. 
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this is the local equivalent version of th© non-local potential 

of Perey and Buck (1962), The potentials of Bocohetti and Green-

lee® (1969) both for protons and neutrons ere also well known, 

£e have also included the optical potentials of Want et al both 

for protons and neutrons si noe the tables (Manl et al 1963) 

using these sets are often used. For protons the parameter-Bets 

of Perey (1963) and Menet (1971) are also considered* For the 

other projectiles the parameter-sets used are those of Lohr and 

H&eberli (1974) end Sohwandt and HaeQ«rli (1.969) for deuteronsj 

and Beoohetti and Greenlees (1971) for hi h&6 For alpha 

partioles there does not exist a oxear-cut global phenomenological 

parameter set« Here the cross sections listed in Huiaenga and 

I g o ' s (1961) table wore used directly in fitting th® parameteric 

forms. 

Pereinstrio foraa for the r e a c t i o n cross aaotion 

Using the global optical potential parsmstars assertbad 

a b o r t ; t h a ooda SOAT (Smith 1969) was used to ganarata tha r e a -

c t ion oross-saot lons for the p r o j e c t i l e s n, pf ' H and 

f r o s 1-50 Me? for 23 nuclei in the mass range 2 0 - 2 U . For *Ha 

tha raaotion oroas seotions over an enerr»y range 2-46 MeV nod 

nass ranga 20-206 ware taken from the ex is t ing tabulation 

(HuiBenga and Igo 1961) , The parameters of th© empirical forma 
ware determined by a fit to these c ross aaotlone* 
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3.1 Neutrons 
For energy dependence in the ease of neutrons the 

optieal reactions cross section Ofc (in millibanns) is written 
as 

where V are mass-dependent parameters and is the 
neutron laboratory energy in MeV, Th® addition of the linear 
terra greatly improve® the fit as oompared to the parameterlc 
form of Dostrovsky et al (1959)* Separating out the energy 
dependence as in (5) ? the dependence of on target mass 
number, A were obtained empirically as 

> - ><> A + 

The seven parameters through were determined by a 
11near-least-aquarea fit of crR and are given in Table.1, A 
comparison of the o^ predicted by the empirioal 'parameterisation 
and that generated from the global optical potentials for neutrons 
is shown in Fig.T* v 

3.2 Charged Particles 
For oharged particles an adequate description of the 

energy dependence of ^ and particularly the rapid fall below 

cr^ > e + b + v / e c S ) 

M -
y 
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the Coulomb barrier was obtained by ufinp: an ener/ry dependence 

aa in ("i) above the Coulomb barrier, E c and a quedratic enerirry 

dependence 

c r R - \c^ + + A C»>Ly , ( 7 > 

for fc < • Here E e is token as 

E t « W^A j-H/Ci-ST A^^-v 6 > (MeV) , (« ) 

where ^ and H are the charge numbers of the projectile end 

target respectively find & ** 0 for protons »nd 1 „2 for the other 

charged pro jec+.ilee, Mfltching expressions (5) end (7) for 

their value and derivative at £~EC f and ft can be 

eliminated, 

K -a b + , ) 

and cr is expressed over the full energy domnin as r% 

where 
^ a. ( ) 0 

Here the parameters p and V piny a dominant role in the descri-

ption of crR below the Coulomb barrier and were parameterized 

in terms of E c . The other parometers ^ and fĵ  were 

parameterized in terms of the target mass number A. The follow-

ing pernmeterizatlon was found successful 

> + t s / Z c 4- K / C 

> - >o A w 

c . A ' 1 1 
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The parameters \0 through were determined by a leant 

squarte fit toi the optical cross seotiona for various 
p % n 

global parameter aete for the projeotiles p» H, H, «nd 
*He. In the fitting process fa is the only non-linear 
parameter,, I ta value was obtained by a search in small stops 
while the other parieijiaetere were determined by a linear-leftst-
squares Usingthese 1©parameters the mass number and 
onerioy dependence of is adequately deRoribed. The Buooess 
of the pprematariBBtlon for protons is illustrated in Fig,2, for 
2H9 ^Heand ^Healse th®eepareraetrio forme are equally auooe-
ssful« fh® values of th© pftrejnetere for all these projectiles and 
various optteal potential parsmater s a ^ 1« 

Equation (10)pr®fiicts unphyaloal or negative values of 
o-p over a Gmall domein o<e< £ 0 « In using (10) crR should bo 
set to sero in this domain. T N energy can be determined 
from the root* g, , 6t th# quadratis e q u a t i o n , f h m o 
< u * 

jj . y C f > 0 > 

(j><Co) 9 C H > 

where is eero when expression (12) is negative* 
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4* Applications 

In tooth the s t a t i s t i c a l evaporation (Weisskopf 

1937) end preequilibrium (Blann, 1975) models the emission 

rate for a particle X i s written as 

where ^ and ere the spin and mass of the particle) 
Q x is a combinatorial factor (Kplbach 1977), which is unity 
for the evaporation model? where E- ie the X ^ 

compound system excitation energy and is the binding 
energy of the partiole* fc and fg are the level densi-
ties of the compound and residual systems ? i8 ^he inverao 
reaction cross section approximated as the optical reaction 
oross section of x with the residual nucleus( and €0 = 0 
is the minimum energy of x. , The some expression can be 
used with £o>0 to describe the emission of a second partieo 
with the asaumption that the aeoond partiole is emitted when-
ever it is energetically possible, 

/ 

4,1 Statistical Evaporation Theory 
For the atatistical evaporation theory with a level 

density such as (Bethe 1937) 

f l O = fc exj> a(£-A) 9 CIA) 

the integration in (13) in annlytio when the empirical expre-
ssions (5) and (7) are uaed for cr 9 provided the energy 
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dependence of f>0 . is neglected. In eq.(H5 a i8 the level 
density parameter and A is the pairing energy. For charged 
particle emission, the integral is split into contributions 
below and above Ec , and the lower limit £ 0 is modified 
to £0 in case &0< E0 • The integral in (13) is proportional 
to 

£ < r ( £ ) e*j> Z VaCu-x) ^ £ ^ 

J - r j - J r r - • T- £ F(u) 4. y K : A £ < u ) 1 

where 
U = E , 

G(u-) = > U v t / x U ' + y , ^ 

tcet> * 
with , 

t ( x ) = 2 r f c T I T - * ) . 

Here the integrals Trv and can be evaluated from 

J H » o 

For neutron emission also eq.(15) applies with t £ s O and 
the first summation term in the parenthesis set to aero* 

4.2 Preequilibrium Model 
For the preequilibrium model, the state density of an 

n-exciton state with p-partides and h-holes (n«p+h) is given 
by ('Villiems 1971) 
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- ^ c i - A ^ - y H n o - o ! , 

where is the single particle level density, usually 

taken as A/13 MeV""1 and A ^ is a Pauli correction term. 
In this case also the use of the empirical o~x yields a 
closed expression for the emission rate. For charged particles 
the integral in (13) is proportional to 

O S ) 

^ <->l p. £ FCU) + T SL>*<S> - - < < W , 
x f . T T J l 

. ( H ) 
"r0 i\ au- ***> f > 

where u , 8 - A > k , 

m * J * J * , S J„ * • 
y- e. ®c 

For neutron emission Eq.( 19) applies with and the 
first summation term set to zero. 

These closed form integrals have been employed earlier in 

preequilibrium model calculations (Chatterjee and Gupta 1978a fnd 

1979). 

5 . Discuss ion 

The present empirical parameterization of reaction 
p l 7 A 

cross-sections for n, p, H, H, ^He and "̂He reproduces the 
optical model values satisfactorily over the mass range 16-
214 and energies upto 50 MeV. Thu3 this parameterization 
should he useful for several applications. For neutrons the 
parametric form gives a description of the gross behaviour 
but does not reproduce the oscillatory behaviour of <rR as a 
function of A at low energies. These oscillations are due to 
the size resonance effect. For t > 3 MeV the agreement is 
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generally better then 5$> except for the oeolllatlone. For 
£ < ZMeV the reaction oross-seetions are not well reproduced 
particularly for the optical oross-seotions of Mani et al 
(1963) at low mass numbers. For protons the size resonance 
effect is not prominent beoause of the Coulomb barrier. The 
parametric form reproduces the optioal cross-sections to better 
than 5i* accuracy over the entire mass-energy domain considered, 
except at MeV,' Here the agreement is better than 10^ except 

for A > 60, but in this case the optical cross-sections are 

email and do not contribute significantly in applications where 
2 

an integral over a large energy domain is computed. For H, 
5H, ^He and *He the oross sections are reproduced to better than 

accuracy except for heavy targets at energies well below the 
Coulomb barrier where a^ is small. The present parametrio form 
cannot be extrapolated far beyond S • 50 MeV, This is beoause 
of the linear term in eq.(5) which becomes increasingly 
dominant at higher energies. However this parametrization can 
be extended to heavier projectiles. This should be useful in 
view of the great potential for applications. 
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Figure captions 

Fig.1. Comparison of the neutron optical reaction cross-
sections (solid curve) with the predictions of the 
empirical formula (dotted curve) as a function of 
the target mass A for the global potentials of 
(a) Wilmore and Hodgson (1964) (b) Mani et al (1963) 
end (c) Becchetti and Greenleea (1969). The numbers 
to the right of the curves indioate the lab. energy 
in MeV. For the sake of clarity some of the curves 
have been displaced as indicated. 

i 
Fig.2. Comparison of the proton optical reaction cross-

sections (solid curve) with the predictions of the 
empirical formula (dotted curve) as a function of the 
target mass A for the global potentials of 
(a) Beochetti and Greenlees (1969) (b) Menet et al 
(1971) (c) Perey (1963) and (d) Mani et al (1963). 
The numbers on the curves indicate the lab. energy in 
MeV. 
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Table 1. Parameters for empirics! reaction cross 

sections. The numerical values listed here 

yield o^ in ml» when the energies are in MeV, 

PpvttrQiftg 
Mani 
(1963) 

Becchetti 
(1969) 

tfilmore 
(•1964) 

15.30 -14.98 297.7 30.58 0.320 -47.08 74.19 

18.57 -22.93 381.7 24.31 0.172 -15.39 804.8 

31.05 -25.91 342.4 21.89 0.223 0.673 617.4 

Protons 

Mani 12.97 15.65 -348.5 0.0247 -7.01 300.4 0.4 330.0 -223.6 -3.251 
(1963) 

rnrev 10.53 52.53 -414.0 0.0310 -10.16 327.9 0.4 323.7 -243.4 -3.037 
( 1 9 6 3 ) 

flecchetti 15.72 9.65 -449.0 0.00437 -16.58 244.7 0.503 273.1 -102.4 -1.872 
(1969) 
Menet 16.99 46.13 -1298 -0.0795 -11.90 127.8 0.66 306.8 -118.5 0.225 
(1971) 

Deutcrona 

Schwandt -43.73 934.1 -2518 -0.0761 -8.83 337.5 0.49 417.5 -353.0 5.515 
(1969) 

Lohr -38.21 922.6 -2804 -0.0323 -5.48 336.1 0.48 524.3 -371.8 5.924 
( 1 9 7 4 ) 
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Tritons 

Becchetti -11.04 619.1 -2147 -0.0426-10.33 601.9 0.37 583.0 -546.2 1.718 
(1971) 

He-3 •WMOI 
Beochetti -3.06 278.5 -1389 -0.00535 -11.16 555.5 0.4 687.4 -476.3 0.509 
(1971) 

H£=4 
Hulsenga 10.95-85.2 1146 0.0643-13.96 781.2 0.29 -304.7-470.0-8.580 
(1961) 
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